
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

She realized now that, despite what she had said in pique, only the night
before, she really loved Wade, and he, at least, had done nothing, except free
a friend, who, _______ himself, was unjustly accused.

1.

like

He meant it _______ little _______ you did.2. as as

He spoke to her _______ if she were a little child.3. as

He was not quite so fortunate _______ you.4. as

The form of the vessel is _______ original _______ her material.5. as as

It seemed _______ if she did not comprehend.6. as

The world is not so unfair _______ it seems.7. as

_______ a result of the process we obtain a mass of ice.8. As

Gib is a very small place, and, _______ most diminutive communities, is a
veritable school for scandal.
9. like

I asked, _______ he didn't go on.10. as

_______ he watched, a signal blinked.11. As

When the students and the great crowd of people saw Washington's
friend seated between the two aged statesmen, a shout went up, the _______
of which, it was said, was never before heard in the Old Dominion.

12.
like

Then he says good-night, goes to a lamp-post to read his letter, which
said something about swindlers being swindled, and policy being the greatest
honesty, or something _______ that.

13.

like

He felt _______ though he were acting a mean part.14. as

The moral man is _______ guilty _______ the rest.15. as as
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I was soon seated beside my friend, who, _______ myself, was most
ready and anxious to do justice to the duke's liberal provision.
16. like

The place seemed nearly _______ full _______ ever.17. as as

The Arabian conquest of Spain left the country in a state of tolerable
freedom, but Cordova, _______ the others, was doomed to be destroyed by
anarchy and confusion.

18.
like

Tired _______ I was, I lost no time.19. as

A group of little children had come into their mother's room, and were
huddling shyly in a corner, gazing wide-eyed and silent, at the strange ladies
and the gorgeous roses, the _______ of which had never before found their
way there.

20.

like
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